
Listings Information
Venue               C royale, venue 6, Edinburgh Festival Fringe
Dates               14-28 Aug
Time 17:15 (1h00)
Ticket prices £7.50-£9.50 / concessions £5.50-£7.50
C venues box office 0845 260 1234 / www.CtheFestival.com
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact
Anabel Barnston at Fridge Magnet on 07954 335737 / a.barnston@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0845 260 1060 / press@cvenues.com

Born from the depraved improvisations and whatsapp conversations
of comedy quadrant, Fridge Magnet, A Voyage of the Easy Sisters is
an Edinburgh Fringe debut that will have you cracking up and
craving a Bloody Mary!

Take a heady voyage with four ancient Goddesses, Bambi, Debbie, Sindy and
Mandy, as they attempt to navigate the choppy waters of modern dating, drug
taking and social media ratings. Can the ‘sisters’ learn to overcome their
differences and penchant for ‘basic bitch’ behaviour, realise their individual and
collective power, and save the world from ultimate evil?

Can Megan, Anabel, Mike, and Alice... aka Fridge Magnet, pull off epic
montages, complex scene changes, flashbacks, and strobe lighting effects with a
budget built out of overdrafts and what they can find in Anabel’s mum’s attic?
Hopefully... If nothing more, they will finally find the answer to that age old
question: what do you do when there’s no emoji for that feeling when a witch
curses your vagina?

Fridge Magnet was formed in 2015 to provide a platform for some funny stuff
to show people. The awesome foursome includes Anabel Barnston of BBC3s
Coming of Age, Second City grads Megan Hockley and Mike Rowling, and
Alice Sainsbury who is also debuting her newest cabaret, Sometimes I Adult,
this year.
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C venues
vibrant vivacious variety

general manager
Shannon Steele
artistic director

Hartley T A Kemp

year round administration
C venues London

5 Alexandra Mansions
Chichele Road

London NW2 3AS

during the Fringe in August
C venues Edinburgh
Press office at C royale

22 George Street
Ticket collection at any C venue
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A Voyage of the Easy Sisters
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ten word blurb

twenty word blurb

fringe programme 40-word blurb

What do you do when there’s no emoji for that feeling when a witch curses
your vagina? The Easy Sister goddesses find out the hard way in their voyage
through the modern world.

fringe web blurb

It’s just another Sunday morning for the Easy Sister goddesses; ill-advised
jagerbombs, lost tampons and wanking mermaids are behind them. But little
do they know, something catastrophic, world destroying and likely to be
dressed in a crotch-hugging pant suit, is about to cause havoc. Something
the Easy Sisters must defeat despite their hangovers. Never underestimate
the power of social media, modern dating, political correctness – and disco
biscuits. What do you do when there’s no emoji for that feeling when a witch
curses your vagina?
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